AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED
SINGLE GF 70 UP&DOWN

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

Marmi Maximum

Megalith Maximum

QuietStones Maximum

Aster Maximum

HQ.Resin Maximum

Data.Uni Maximum

Eminent Wood Maximum

WASHBASIN
height: 15 cm
dimensions: 70x50 cm
weight: 28 Kg
internal basin’s size: 40x31x h.12 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 80x60 cm
weight: 30 Kg
Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 60 or 80 cm width. The 80 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
**Notes**

Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 90 cm width. The 90 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

**WASHBASIN**
- height: 15 cm
- dimensions: 150x50 cm
- weight: 48 Kg
- internal basin's size: 70x31x h.12 cm
- 90x31x h.12 cm

**FAO PACKING CASE**
- height: 40 cm
- dimensions: 160x60 cm
- weight: 40 Kg
Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 100 cm width. The 100 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

### AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED

**SINGLE GF 180 UP&DOWN**

**WASHBASIN**
- Height: 15 cm
- Dimensions: 180x50 cm
- Weight: 58 Kg
- Internal basin's size:
  - 70x31x h.12 cm
  - 100x31x h.12 cm

**FAO PACKING CASE**
- Height: 40 cm
- Dimensions: 190x60 cm
- Weight: 45 Kg

### Marmi Maximum

- TAXIOS MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA STATUARIO MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA LIGHT MAXIMUM
- PREMIUM WHITE MAXIMUM
- BRIGHT ONYX MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA ELITE MAXIMUM
- IMPERIAL WHITE MAXIMUM
- GOLD ONYX MAXIMUM
- ROYAL MARFIL MAXIMUM
- TRAVERTINO MAXIMUM
- GLAM BRONZE MAXIMUM

### Megalith Maximum

- PIETRA GREY MAXIMUM
- NERO SUPREMO MAXIMUM
- DARK MARQUINA MAXIMUM
- MEGAWHITE MAXIMUM
- MEGAGREIGE MAXIMUM
- MEGABROWN MAXIMUM
- MEGABLACK MAXIMUM
- QUIETSAND MAXIMUM
- QUIETNUMB MAXIMUM
- QUIETROCK MAXIMUM

### QuietStones Maximum

- VENUS MAXIMUM
- MERCURY MAXIMUM
- MOON MAXIMUM
- WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
- CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
- GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
- DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
- 000.UNICE MAXIMUM
- 300.UNPEPPER MAXIMUM
- EMINENT GREY MAXIMUM
- EMINENT BROWN MAXIMUM

### Aster Maximum

- HQ Resin Maximum

### HQ. Resin Maximum

- VENUS MAXIMUM
- MERCURY MAXIMUM
- MOON MAXIMUM
- WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
- CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
- GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
- DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
- 000.UNICE MAXIMUM
- 300.UNPEPPER MAXIMUM
- EMINENT GREY MAXIMUM
- EMINENT BROWN MAXIMUM
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED
SINGLE GF 70 WATERFALL

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL always open (it can not be inspected), 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
height: 15 cm
dimensions: 70x50 cm
weight: 28 Kg
internal basin's size: 40x31 x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 80x60 cm
weight: 30 Kg
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED
SINGLE GF 90 WATERFALL

WASHBASIN
height: 15 cm
dimensions: 90x50 cm
weight: 33 Kg
internal basin's size: 60x31x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 100x60 cm
weight: 32 Kg

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL always open (it can not be inspected), 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 60 or 80 cm width. The 80 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL always open (it can not be inspected), 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

**Notes**
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 60 or 80 cm width. The 80 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL always open (it can not be inspected), 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

**Washbasin**
- Height: 15 cm
- Dimensions: 110x50 cm
- Weight: 38 Kg
- Internal basin’s size: 60x31x h.7/10 cm
- 80x31x h.7/10 cm

**FAO Packing Case**
- Height: 40 cm
- Dimensions: 120x60 cm
- Weight: 35 Kg

### Marmi Maximum
- Taxos Maximum
- Calacatta Statuario Maximum
- Calacatta Light Maximum
- Premimum White Maximum
- Bright Onyx Maximum
- Calacatta Maximum
- Calacatta Elite Maximum
- Imperial White Maximum
- Gold Onyx Maximum
- Royal Marfil Maximum
- Travertino Maximum
- Glam Bronze Maximum

### Megalith Maximum
- Pietra Grey Maximum
- Nero Supremo Maximum
- Dark Marquina Maximum
- Megawhite Maximum
- Megagreige Maximum
- Megabrown Maximum
- Megablack Maximum
- QuietSand Maximum
- Quietmumi Maximum
- Quietrock Maximum

### QuietStones Maximum
- Venus Maximum
- Mercury Maximum
- Moon Maximum
- White Resin Maximum
- Cinder Resin Maximum
- Grey Resin Maximum
- Dark Resin Maximum
- 000 Unice Maximum
- 300 Unipepper Maximum
- Eminent Grey Maximum
- Eminent Brown Maximum

### Aster Maximum
- HQ Resin Maximum
- Data Uni Maximum
- Eminent Wood Maximum
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED
SINGLE GF 150 WATERFALL

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 90 cm width. The 90 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL always open (it cannot be inspected), 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
height: 15 cm
dimensions: 150x50 cm
weight: 48 Kg
internal basin’s size:
70x31x h.7/10 cm
90x31x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 160x60 cm
weight: 40 Kg
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 100 cm width. The 100 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL always open (it can not be inspected), 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED

SINGLE GF 70 WATERFALL READILY SERVICEABLE A

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, a suction cup, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
height: 15 cm
dimensions: 70x50 cm
weight: 28 Kg
internal basin's size:
40x31x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 80x60 cm
weight: 30 Kg
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED
SINGLE GF 90 WATERFALL READILY SERVICEABLE

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, a suction cup, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
- height: 15 cm
- dimensions: 90x50 cm
- weight: 33 Kg
- internal basin’s size: 60x31x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
- height: 40 cm
- dimensions: 100x60 cm
- weight: 32 Kg

Marmi Maximum
- TAXOS MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA STATUARIO MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA LIGHT MAXIMUM
- PREMIUM WHITE MAXIMUM
- BRIGHT ONYX MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA ELITE MAXIMUM
- IMPERIAL WHITE MAXIMUM
- GOLD ONYX MAXIMUM
- ROYAL MARFIL MAXIMUM
- TRAVERTINO MAXIMUM
- GLAM BRONZE MAXIMUM

Megalith Maximum
- PETRA GREY MAXIMUM
- NERO SUPREMO MAXIMUM
- DARK MARQUINA MAXIMUM
- MEGAWHITE MAXIMUM
- MEGAGREIGE MAXIMUM
- MEGAGREY MAXIMUM
- MEGABROWN MAXIMUM
- MEGABLACK MAXIMUM
- QUIETSTONE MAXIMUM
- QUIETNUB MAXIMUM
- QUIETROCK MAXIMUM

QuietStones Maximum
- VENUS MAXIMUM
- MERCURY MAXIMUM
- MOON MAXIMUM
- WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
- CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
- GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
- DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
- 000.UNICE MAXIMUM
- 300.UNIPEPPER MAXIMUM
- EMINENT GREY MAXIMUM
- EMINENT BROWN MAXIMUM

Aster Maximum
- HQ.RESIN MAXIMUM

Data.Uni Maximum
- 002.UNICE MAXIMUM

Eminent Wood Maximum
- EMINENT GREY MAXIMUM
- EMINENT BROWN MAXIMUM
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED

SINGLE GF 110 WATERFALL READILY SERVICEABLE A

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 60 or 80 cm width. The 80 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, a suction cup, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

WASHBASIN
height: 15 cm
dimensions: 110x50 cm
weight: 38 Kg
internal basin's size:
60x31x h.7/10 cm
80x31x h.7/10 cm

FAO PACKING CASE
height: 40 cm
dimensions: 120x60 cm
weight: 35 Kg
Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 90 cm width. The 90 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, a suction cup, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 100 cm width. The 100 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, a suction cup, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

**WASHBASIN**
- height: 15 cm
- dimensions: 180x50 cm
- weight: 58 Kg
- internal basin’s size: 70x31xh.7/10 cm
  - 100x31xh.7/10 cm

**FAO PACKING CASE**
- height: 40 cm
- dimensions: 190x60 cm
- weight: 45 Kg

**Notes**
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 100 cm width. The 100 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, a suction cup, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
### AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED

#### SINGLE GF 70 WATERFALL READILY SERVICEABLE B

**Notes**

Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Internal Basin Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washbasin</td>
<td>15 cm</td>
<td>70x50 cm</td>
<td>28 Kg</td>
<td>40x31x h.7/10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO Packing Case</td>
<td>40 cm</td>
<td>80x60 cm</td>
<td>30 Kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marmi Maximum**

- **TAXOS MAXIMUM**
- **CALACATTA STATUARIO MAXIMUM**
- **CALACATTA LIGHT MAXIMUM**
- **PREMIUM WHITE MAXIMUM**
- **BRIGHT ONYX MAXIMUM**
- **CALACATTA MAXIMUM**
- **CALACATTA ELITE MAXIMUM**
- **IMPERIAL WHITE MAXIMUM**
- **GOLD ONYX MAXIMUM**
- **ROYAL MARFIL MAXIMUM**
- **TRAVERTINO MAXIMUM**
- **GLAM BRONZE MAXIMUM**

**Megalith Maximum**

- **PIETRA GREY MAXIMUM**
- **NERO SUPREMO MAXIMUM**
- **DARK MARQUINA MAXIMUM**
- **MEGAWHITE MAXIMUM**
- **MEGAGREIGE MAXIMUM**
- **MEGABROWN MAXIMUM**
- **MEGABLACK MAXIMUM**
- **QUIETSAND MAXIMUM**
- **QUIETNUMB MAXIMUM**
- **QUIETROCK MAXIMUM**

**Aster Maximum**

- **VENUS MAXIMUM**
- **MERCURY MAXIMUM**
- **MOON MAXIMUM**
- **WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM**
- **CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM**
- **GREY RESIN MAXIMUM**
- **DARK RESIN MAXIMUM**
- **000.UNICE MAXIMUM**
- **300.UNIPERFECT MAXIMUM**

**Data.Uni Maximum**

**Eminent Wood Maximum**
AQUA MAXIMUM / WASHBASIN INTEGRATED
SINGLE GF 90 WATERFALL READILY SERVICEABLE B

Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 60 or 80 cm width. The 80 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.

**Notes**

Marmi Maximum

- TAXOS MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA STATUARIO MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA LIGHT MAXIMUM
- PREMIUM WHITE MAXIMUM
- BRIGHT ONYX MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA MAXIMUM
- CALACATTA ELITE MAXIMUM
- IMPERIAL WHITE MAXIMUM
- GOLD ONYX MAXIMUM
- ROYAL MARFIL MAXIMUM
- TRAVERTINO MAXIMUM
- GLAM BRONZE MAXIMUM

Megalith Maximum

- PIETRA GREY MAXIMUM
- NERO SUPREMO MAXIMUM
- DARK MARQUINA MAXIMUM
- MEGAMARBLE MAXIMUM
- MEGAGRIGE MAXIMUM
- MEGABROWN MAXIMUM
- MEGABLACK MAXIMUM
- QUIETSAND MAXIMUM
- QUIETNUMB MAXIMUM
- QUIETROCK MAXIMUM

QuietStones Maximum

- VENUS MAXIMUM
- MERCURY MAXIMUM
- MOON MAXIMUM
- WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
- CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
- GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
- DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
- 000.UNICE MAXIMUM
- 300.UNIPERF MAXIMUM

Aster Maximum

- VENUS MAXIMUM
- MERCURY MAXIMUM
- MOON MAXIMUM
- WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
- CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
- GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
- DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
- 000.UNICE MAXIMUM
- 300.UNIPERF MAXIMUM

HQ.Resin Maximum

- VENUS MAXIMUM
- MERCURY MAXIMUM
- MOON MAXIMUM
- WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
- CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
- GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
- DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
- 000.UNICE MAXIMUM
- 300.UNIPERF MAXIMUM

Data.Uni Maximum

- VENUS MAXIMUM
- MERCURY MAXIMUM
- MOON MAXIMUM
- WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
- CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
- GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
- DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
- 000.UNICE MAXIMUM
- 300.UNIPERF MAXIMUM

Eminent Wood Maximum

- VENUS MAXIMUM
- MERCURY MAXIMUM
- MOON MAXIMUM
- WHITE RESIN MAXIMUM
- CINDER RESIN MAXIMUM
- GREY RESIN MAXIMUM
- DARK RESIN MAXIMUM
- 000.UNICE MAXIMUM
- 300.UNIPERF MAXIMUM
Notes
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 90 cm width. The 90 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.
Each washbasin is made with a Wedi core coated with MAXIMUM 6 mm porcelain stoneware on all visible surfaces. It is possible to choose between internal basins of either 70 or 100 cm width. The 100 cm wide version allows installation of either 1 or 2 taps. Included in the delivery of each washbasin are: Silfra DN 32 model drain in STAINLESS STEEL Up&Down plug in chrome, 2 support brackets, 12x60 plugs with hex head screw, packaging in suitable FAO packing case.